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Abstract—We study iterative receivers for joint decoding and
channel-state estimation for transmission on block-fading channels of root-LDPC-coded signals. Root-LDPC codes are known
to be most performant codes for block-fading channels, as their
spacial ”root” structure allows to get the full-diversity property.
This property ensures a good error decoding performance of
root LDPC codes, especially in contrast with the performance
standard LDPC codes (having the maximum diversity equal to
1). However, as any channel code, root-LDPC codes also suffer
from the diversity loss when the channel state information is not
known at the receiver. In this work we propose a joint channel
estimation- decoding scheme for root-LDPC codes that helps to
overcome this problem and still to have the full-diversity.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Root-LDPC codes have been recently proposed for fulldiversity transmission over block-fading channels [4]. In this
paper we study iterative receivers for joint decoding and
channel-state estimation for the transmission of root-LDPCcoded signals. The block-fading channel model we are using is
shown in Fig. 1, which also defines our notations. A code word
of length N is transmitted over F independently faded channels, each affected by a fading gain Ri , i = 0, 1, . . . , F − 1,
and carrying coded symbols. The value of F can be interpreted
as an indication of the delay constraint imposed on the overall
transmission system [3]. It is known that smaller values of F ,
corresponding to tight delay constraints, limit the achievable
diversity and hence impair the performance of a coded system
under the assumption of known channel state information
(CSI) at the receiver (in our context, CSI corresponds to
the value taken on by the random variables R0 , . . . , RF −1 ).
Our goal is to examine joint decoding of transmitted symbols
and estimation of CSI, whose statistics are known. We are
interested, in particular, in the tradeoff between decoding and
CSI-estimation accuracy caused by the choice of the parameter
F . In fact, while a smaller value of F yields a worse error
performance when the CSI is perfectly known at the receiver,
for a fixed block length N more symbols are affected by the
same fading gain, and consequently the CSI can be estimated
with more accuracy. We examine how all this affects the
ultimate performance of the transmission system, as described
by error probability.
Previous work in this area includes [13], where iterative
joint decoding and estimation of CSI for block-fading channels
was examined, under the assumption of binary codes and a
specific simplifying approximation for the messages generated

at the output of the graph nodes associated with the fading
gains. In [8], the implementation of an iterative joint channel
estimator and decoder is discussed by comparing different approximations for continuous messages. The graphical structure
of our CSI estimator owes to the analysis presented in [5], [7].
II. T HE FACTOR - GRAPH APPROACH
The communication system we are examining includes
a code C with block length n. Its symbols x0 , . . . , xn−1
are grouped into N blocks, each of them being sent to a
mapper which accepts n/N coded symbols and outputs an
M -ary symbol ci , i = 0, . . . , cN −1 , which we assume twodimensional for simplicity (Fig. 2 refers to an example where
the code is binary, n/N = 3, and M = 8). The symbols
ci are sent through a block-fading channel with parameter F ,
which causes them to be scaled by fading gains R0 , . . . , RF −1
(the example illustrated in Fig. 2 refers to the case F = 2).
The channel is described by the conditional probability density
function (pdf) corresponding to additive white Gaussian noise
with variance N0 /2:
p(yi | ci , Rf ) ∝ exp{−|yi − Rf ci |2 /N0 }

(1)

where i = 0, . . . , N − 1, f , bi/νc = 0, . . . , F − 1.
The fading gains have common pdf p(R). From now on, we
shall write this density in the form p(yi | Rf ci ) to stress
its dependence on the product Rf ci . Maximum a posteriori
decoding of symbols xi requires the solution of
XX
max p(xi | y) = max
p(x, y, R)
(2)
xi

xi

∼xi R

where R , (R0 , . . . , RF −1 ), y denotes the P
received vector,
ΣR marginalization with respect to R, and ∼xi marginalization with respect to all components of x except xi . Noting
that
p(y, x, c, R) ∝ P (x)P (c | x)p(R)p(y | c, R)

(3)

under the assumptions that the one-to-one map m : x 7→ c
is deterministic, that the code words of C are transmitted
with equal probabilities, that the channel is stationary and
invariant, and that the components of R are independent, we
can write [1]
p(x | y, R) ∝ [x ∈ C][c = m(x)]

N
−1
Y
i=0

p(yi | Rbi/νc ci )

FY
−1

p(Rk )

k−0

(4)

where [P] is the Iverson function, whose value is 1 if proposition P is true, and 0 otherwise. The corresponding factor
graph is shown in Fig. 2, in the special case F = 2 and
n/N = 3. The rectangular box with an = sign represents the
“repetition” function, while that with a × sign represents the
product function (see Fig. 3).
A. Scheduling
A possible schedule for the generation of messages in the
sum–product algorithm is shown in Fig. 2. Specifically, the
figure describes the following steps
À Upward messages from nodes p(yi | Rbi/νc ci ).
Á Messages from equality nodes.
Â Upward messages from product nodes.
Ã Upward messages from mapper nodes.
Ä One or more decoder iterations.
Å Downward messages from the decoder.
Æ Downward messages from mapper nodes.
Ç Messages towards equality blocks.
È Messages towards nodes p(yi | Rbi/νc ci ).
Steps À to È are iterated until a preassigned stopping condition is met.
B. Computing messages
1) Mapper node: Consider, for illustration’s sake, the leftmost mapper of Fig. 2. The mapper is represented by the
function [c0 = m(x, x1 , x2 )]. The messages through the
mapper (see Fig. 4) are given by [9]
X
µm→c0 (c0 ) =
[c0 = m(x0 , x1 , x2 )]µx0 →m (x0 )
x0 ,x1 ,x2

µm→x0 (x0 )

µx1 →m (x1 )µx2 →m (x2 );
(5)
X
=
[c0 = m(x0 , x1 , x2 )]µc0 →m (c0 )
c0 ,x1 ,x2

µx1 →m (x1 )µx2 →m (x2 ).

(6)

2) Repetition nodes: We have, focusing on a repetition
function with three arguments and referring to Fig. 5:
µ=→R00 (R00 ) = µR→= (R00 ) × µR0 →= (R00 )

(7)

3) Product nodes: Observe from Fig. 6 that R and c0 , Rc
are continuous variables, while c is discrete. We have
X
µ×→R (R) =
µc → ×(c)µc0 →× (Rc)
(8)
c

and

Z
µR → ×(c)µc0 →× (Rc) dR

µ×→c (c) =

(9)

4) Channel nodes: Consider the computation of the message of Fig. 7. We have
Z
µp→ci (ci ) = p(yi | Rf ci )µRf →p (Rf ) dRf
(10)
X
µp→Rf (Rf ) =
p(yi | Rf ci )µci →p (ci )
(11)
ci

C. Messages involving continuous variables
Some of the messages detailed above involve continuous
variables. We can observe, for example, that closed-form
calculation of (10) seems out of the question. Thus, approximations are needed, each of them yielding a different iterative
algorithm. Following [7], we may consider the following
approximations:
1) Numerical integration. This consists of replacing the
integral in (10) by a finite sum, which is tantamount
to using a quantized fading model. This method may
become unfeasible if F is large.
2) Gradient methods. These have the lowest complexity [7,
Section III.C].
3) Particle filtering. See [7, Section III.D] and [6].
D. Trained CSI estimation
If CSI is estimated, before information transmission, by
sending a known sequence of pilots, the factor graph of
Fig. 2 should be modified by removing the whole part above
the branches labeled c0 , . . . , cN −1 . Observe that the modified
graph has no loops, and hence the sum-product algorithm
computes the MAP estimates of R0 , . . . , RF −1 in a single
step. Specifically, focusing (with no loss of generality) on the
estimate of R0 (see Fig. 8), we have the a posteriori density
p(R0 | y0 , . . . , yν−1 ) ∝ p(R0 )

ν−1
Y

p(yi | R0 ci )

(12)

i=0

b0 . (Notice that
whose maximization with respect to R0 yields R
the ci s in (12) are known constants.) As an example, assume
normalized Rayleigh fading, so that, omitting the subscript 0
for notational simplicity,
2

p(R) = 2Re−R
(13)
√
2
and equal-energy signals xi = ai E, |ai | = 1 and E the
common signal energy. Maximizing the a posteriori density
of R is tantamount to finding
)
(
ν−1
X
1
b = arg max ln R − R2 −
|yi − Rxi |2
(14)
R
R
N0 i=0
(
)
ν−1
E X
2
?
2 E
= arg max ln R − R + 2R
<(yi ai ) − R ν
R
N0 i=0
N0
(15)




E
E
R2 + 2 wR
= arg max ln R − 1 + νR2
R
N0
N0
(16)
where

ν−1
1 X
w, √
<(yi a?i )
E i=0

(17)

turns out to be a Gaussian random variable with mean νR and
variance (E/N0 )−1 ν/2. Taking the derivative, and defining
η , E/N0 , we obtain the maximum a posteriori estimate of
R as the positive solution of the equation
b2 + 2ηwR
b=0
1 − 2(1 + νη)R

(18)

which is given by
b = ηw +
R

p

2 + 2νη + η 2 w2
2(1 + νη)
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1 Introduction
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joint channel estimation and decoding (full curve) and no CSI
channels, each affected by a fading gain Ri , i = 0, 1, . . . , F − 1, and carrying
at receiver (dashed curve).
symbols.
The codelength of only 200 bits has been chosen
for our The value of F can be interpreted as an indication of the delay c
simulations. However, note that the codelength value does not
N = Fν
have a large impact on the decoding performance over blockfading channels, once F does not change [4].
R0
R1
RF-1
It is seen how the joint estimator/decoder preserves the code
diversity, and causes a very moderate loss of SNR. The meanν
square error, achieved by the channel estimator after 5 channel
estimation rounds, is only in the range from 0.04 to 3.5 · 10−3
Fig. 1.1: Block-fading
channel
model. model.
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Repetition and product functional blocks.
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Messages generated at the mapper.
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Messages generated at the equality node.
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Messages generated at the product node.
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Fig. 9. Simulation results. Word error probability (WER) versus signalto-noise ratio (SNR) achieved by a binary (3, 6) root-LDPC code of length
200 used for transmission over a block-fading channel with F = 2 and
fading coefficients 1.0 and 0.5 under three scenarios: Perfect CSI at receiver
(dotted curve), joint channel estimation and decoding (full curve) and no CSI
at receiver (dashed curve).
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